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Coalition condemns land
grabbing
May Titthara / Khmer Times
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Villagers display photos during a protest over a land dispute. KT/Chor Sokunthea
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The Asian Peasant Coalition has strongly condemned the intensifying
repression and land grabbing by the Chinese company Hengfu Group
Sugar Industry Co Ltd against the indigenous Kuy people in Preah
Vihear province.
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Khmer Times App

APC chairperson P. Chennaiah alleged the Cambodian government
promises that economic land concessions will bring about
development, but sometimes they destroy the livelihood and culture of
the indigenous Kuy people.
Biodiversity and natural ecosystems have been destroyed, he claimed,

Khmer Times is now available

noting the project would only bring more profit to the sugar company.

on iPhone and Android.

“We call on the APC members across Asia to urge the Cambodian

Download the app and keep up

government to heed the Kuy peoples’ demand to stop Hengfu’s land

with real time news from

grabbing,” said Mr Chennaiah.

Cambodia and the world.

“The Kuy people only learned about the ELCs when the company
started clearing their ancestral lands and forest in 2012. The Kuy people
were never consulted on the project. When they confronted Hengfu,
local authorities accused them of illegal settlement on state land.”
Hengfu is based in Guangdong, China, and mainly produces diversified
sugar products.
In 2011, it was granted ELCs on more than 42,000 hectares of land in
Preah Vihear province by the Cambodian government. ELCs are part of
Cambodia’s efforts to transform small-scale farmer landscapes into
agro-industrial ones.
30%

According to research conducted in 2016 by an international NGO, the
five companies granted ELCs – Heng Nong, Heng Rui, Lan Feng, Heng
You, and Rui Feng – appear to be subsidiaries of Hengfu.
The Chinese company opened its $360 million mill and refinery in 2016
with the aim of supplying sugar to markets in the European Union,
India, and China. The new sugar mill will be among the biggest in Asia.
Rui Feng administration director Kor Yang could not be reached for
comment.
Tep Tim, a villager affected by the Chinese project, said the company
has never stopped taking villagers’ farmland and was now in the
process of planting sugarcane on ancestral areas.
“We try to protect our community land but the authorities have not
protected us and accuse us of opposing the development project. We try
our best to protect our community farmland,” she said.

Opinion

Poek Sophon, chief of advocacy for local NGO Ponlok Khmer, said the
Kuy people continued to lose their land and did not dare to gather as
before to protest against the company because of the political
environment.
Un Chanda, governor of Preah Vihear province, could not be reached
How should India remember

for comment.

Jawaharlal Nehru?
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China accounts for about a fifth of ELCs in Cambodia. Chinese firms

November 14 marked the 132nd birth

hold ELCs for sugar, rubber and palm oil plantations covering about

anniversary of Jawaharlal Nehru, and, on

400,000 hectares out of Cambodia’s recorded 2.1 million hectares of
ELCs.

the day, there was a section of the Indian
public who took to Twitter to mock him.
How should India remember Nehru?
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It is naive to question dynamic
zero-case policy while we should…
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Vihear province, The Asian Peasant Coalition

of
pet dogs in Shangrao, East China’s Jiangxi
details
Province. Killing a pet dog with no evidence
of being infected by COVID-19 and
displaying the video clip of the process
clearly lack of the basis of rules.
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Government seeking loan to repair
national road
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Families seek compensation from
Chinese firm
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Collective action can achieve APEC
vision
At the virtually-held 28th Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation Economic Leaders’
Meeting on Saturday, leaders launched the
Aotearoa (New Zealand) Plan of Action
toward achieving the Putrajaya Vision 2040
for future cooperation in the Asia-Pacific
region.

The power of physics for Cambodia,
beyond the classroom
There is a common misconception among
students and parents in Cambodia that all
university graduates that major in physics
eventually become teachers of that
discipline.
60%

Features

Maori tribe tells anti-vaxxers to
stop using traditional haka
The Maori tribe that owns rights to the “Ka
Mate” haka told anti-vaccine protesters
Monday to stop performing the famous
ritual at demonstrations.

The legend of the pet crocodile and
70%

the 100-Column Pagoda
As Cambodia reopens following a decline in
the Covid-19 pandemic, a legendary pagoda
in Kratie province wishes to welcome local
and foreign tourists back to listen to the
story of a pet crocodile that led to the
construction of the famous Buddhist
monastery with 100 columns.

The design knot between Italy and
Cambodia
Martina Cannetta is excited. Cambodia’s
Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts has
invited her and her association Il Nodo (“Il
Nodo” is Italian for “the knot”) to hold an
exhibition to display their exclusive
handcrafted collection of jewellery.

Good Times2
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An on-again, off-again year for Siem
Reap’s arts
Siem Reap’s 2020 arts and lifestyle coverage
kicked off the year on an optimistic note
that, with the wisdom of hindsight, turned
out to be somewhat ironic.

Remaining sane while you care for
your baby
Because our baby is now at the centre of
our life, it has been mentally challenging
since even getting a good night’s sleep or a
90%

decent meal has suddenly become a real
task.
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